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to all former Rose men—graduates or
non-graduates—now in military ser-
vice. Complete addresses, changes or








THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO
TELEGRAPHY







VOLUME XXVII No. 5
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
YOU
will be surprised to see how reasonable
we can make your SPRING SUIT con-
sidering the advance in raw material.
D S PA KS
Tailor and Haberdasher
BRUNNER'S PHARMACY DAWSON & BRUNNER
13th and Locust Sts. 13th and Poplar Sts.
Rose Jewelry, University Note Books
Candies, Cigars, Pipes, Etc.





Seventh and Big Four New Phone 575
UNIVERSITY NOTE BOOKS,
STATIONERY, Etc.
Films Developed and Printed in 24 hours
Plattsburg and Sheridan
Model Suits
Are the HIT of the season





TERRE HAUTE'S FINEST THEATRE
AM' "POLLYANNA"
APRL MAUDE ADAMS
'MI' "Turn to the Right"
ORIGINAL CAST
11111/11111017111NOMMEMISMIZONIZMINEWAL
9 A. M to 12 M.









Rooms 319 to 322
ROSE DISPENSARY BUILDING
Terre Haute, Ind.
ROSE MEN! COME IN AND SEE
Our Nobby Clothes in Suits to Order
You'll be surprised to see the Values at the Prices. Our New Hats are the latest, along
with the swell Ready-to-wear Suits we always display. BRADLEY SWEATERS ---- MUN-
SING WEAR—along with our always complete stock of other furnishings.
Thorman Schloss
Tailors, Clothiers, Hatters and Haberdashers
666 Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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 HEADQUARTERS FOR 











Rose Dispensary Bldg., Corner Seventh and Cherry
The Only Goodyear Welt
Shoe Repairing System in the City
Shoes Called For and Delivered Promptly
BOTH PHONES 1995
BE PREPARED
When Uncle Sam Calls you to the colors,
by having your garments cleaned and repaired
ERMISCH MY CLEANER
For Quick Service
F you want CANDIES and ICE CREAM
of quality. The Greek Candy Kitchen
makes them FRESH EVERY DAY.
Made of strictly pure materials. The
cleanest, coolest and most sanitary place in
the city.
WE NOW SERVE DAINTY LUNCHES
The Greek Candy Kitchen
Cor. Seventh and Main Streets
Phone New 1250 Phone Old 1450
FELLOWS!
Show some of that famous Rose
"Pep" and patronize these
advertisers
Walk-Over Shoes Are Best or Spring
'THERE is no less of quality or style in "Walk-Over" Footwear this Spring, than in all the
years these shoes for men have enjoyed first place as men's shoes. Outspoken merit calls you
and practical style holds you to every pair—at a fair price
SPECIAL STUDENT'S SHOES, $4.00 UP
CHENEY'S WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
651 WABASH AVENUE
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
THE NEW SPRING SHOWING IS NOW READY ! ! !
I „
Tll ii tit ifl 1
The Suits that are not only up to minute, but a few seconds ahead.
Styles that will be copied by the other fellows next season.
COME IN AND SEE THE NEW MODELS
--
M. JOSEPH'S SONS, 512-14 Wabash Ave.
L. D. SMITH
NEWSDEALER and STATIONER
We Carry a Complete Line of
Baseball, Tennis and All
Kinds of Athletic Supplies
673 Wabash Avenue Terre Haute, Indiana
CITIZENS TELEPHONE 6




Opposite Big 4 Station
Suits Pressed 50c
WOODSIE D. FUQUA, Prop.
Tables and chairs and dishes maketh not a
Lunch Room. There's a Know=how
goes with them
Tbe Cotontat airy 1Luncb
F. F. Winslow, Owner
"The One White Spot in Terre Haute"
24 South Seventh St. Terre Haute, Indiana








An almost endless variety of beautiful, new
Silk; ; floral -our—--an—s -n rich -- - ans. novelty
designs for the ultra-smart and conservative
dresser. Ready now—in our Men's store,
See our wonderful showing of
New Silk Shirts at very low
prices.
E5731BUSHED /N 1856
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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RUSHING season for 1918 is now a thingof the past—much to the satisfaction of
all concerned. Although rivalry between all of
the fraternities was as intense as ever, it is very
gratifying to recall the manner in which the
rulings of the Inter-Fraternity Board were kept
in view as well as the general spirit of sports-
manship which prevailed.
Immediately preceding the rushing season,
the V. Q. V. Fraternity passed from existence
and following the announcement of the pledges,
the local chapter of Beta Phi became inactive.
This is the outcome of the crowded conditions
which have existed for some time with refer-
ence to the number of fraternities at Rose. The
Institute will feel the loss of these two chapters
keenly however, the problem of existence of the
remaining fraternities has been greatly simpli-
fied.
THE miniature model of the central towerof the group of buildings designed for
the new Rose Polytechnic Institute has aroused
much interest in an exhibit of art and architec-
ture in New York. We are hoping to have in
the near future for publication a picture and
description of the tower by Mr. Van Pelt. The
following comment was made by a New York
paper:
"One of the interesting and new features of the ex-
hibit is a miniature reproduction of the college tower
of the Rose Polytechnic Institute of Terre Haute, Ind.,
designed by John V. Van Pelt with the layout of the
buildings. This is a one-fourth inch scale model. Mr.
Van Pelt has not followed the plain work-a-day
models of similar buildings of the middle west in his
designs. His architecture is along the lines of the
Tudor or late English and the buildings suggest Cam-
bridge and Oxford in England. He has given an in-
dividuality to each. The tower, 150 feet high at the
entrance, is a central figure from which the other
buildings radiate harmoniously."
FOR the leading article of this issue, Pro-fessor Wagner has contributed his "Lec-
tures On Manufacturing Costs" which were the
foundation of a course in shop management
given to the juniors the first term of this year.
Long has the need of such a course been
recognized by Rose alumni and the success and
favor with which it met when put to trial more
than insures it as a regular curriculum of the
Institute.
The work of Professor Wagner is distinctive
in that it forms the basis of a problem course
and should prove of unusual interest to alumni
as well as to the students who have already
taken the course or will in the future.
FOR the alumni article of this month, Mr.W. 0. Hensgen, '06, has favored us with
an article on the "Development of Radio Teleg-
raphy." This should prove of unusual interest
to those students taking the course in radio
communication now being offered at Rose under
the direction of the Government. Mr. Hensgen
is at present instructor Of the radio work at the
Institute.
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Lectures on Manufacturing Costs
BY
FRANK C. WAGNER,
Professor of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,
Rose Polytechnic Institute.
THE cost of a manufactured article is madeup of 'a number of items, all of which
must be taken into account if the true cost is
determined. Some of these items such as ma-
terial and direct labor are directly apparent and
always taken into account. Other items, such
as overhead expense, cost of power, etc., are apt
to be overlooked with the result that the appar-
ent cost is often less than the true cost. The
only safe way to determine true costs in a going
establishment is to keep an accurate 'account of
all expenditures and distribute the same
equitably among the articles manufactured.
Mr. Hugo Diemer recommends that a system
of double entry accounts be kept, in which one
account is debited and another account is
credited whenever an article passes from the
condition represented by one account to the
condition represented by another account.
The following general accounts should be
kept: Raw Material Account, Material Bur-
den, Work in Process, Expense Burden Labor
Burden, Direct Labor, 'and Finished Stock.
Raw Material Account.—AB material is re-
ceived this account is debited with the amount
of its cost as shown by the invoices. When ma-
terial is withdrawn for work in process of
manufacture, this account is credited and the
Work in Process account is debited with the
cost value of the material.
Material Burden Account.—This is a general
account which is debited with the costs of car-
riage on materials received, including freight,
express and drayage, cost of buying including
purchasing department salaries and expenses,
cost of storing and handling including store-
room salaries and expenses. This account is
credited with the Material Burden amounts
charged to Work in Process account. These
charges are proportioned to the particular jobs
in the ratio that the cost of raw materials used
on the job bears to the total cost of raw ma-
terials.
Work in Process Account.—This account is
charged with all materials drawn for work in
process, which are then credited to the Raw
Materials account. It is also charged with all
Material Burden items corresponding to the
materials drawn, which are then credited to the
Material Burden account.
It is also, charged with all direct labor ex-
pended upon work in process, as well as the
corresponding expense burden. The Direct
Labor and Expense Burden accounts are in
turn credited with these charges.
When work is finished, its value is credited
to the Work in Process account 'and charged to
the Finished Stock account.
Expense Burden Account.—Several methods
of handling this account have been used.
(1) Percentage of Wages Method. In this
method the sum total of indirect labor, fixed
charges, and all other expenses for a given
period are divided by the Direct Labor costs
for the same period and the percentage thus
obtained is added to the Direct Labor charge.
Fixed charges include such items as rent, de-
preciation, 
interest, insurance, taxes, general
officers' salaries, etc.
(2) Man-Hour Rate. In this method the sum
total of all indirect labor, fixed charge 'and ex-
penses is divided by the sum total of direct-
labor hours for corresponding periods, and this
rate applied in proportion to the Direct-Labor
man-hours for each job.
(3) Separate 'Charge Method. In this me-
thod there is established (a) an hourly charge
rate for each machine, (b) an hourly rate for
each department in addition to the machine
rate, and (c) a general hourly shop overhead
rate.
In establishing the hourly ma/chine rate, the
following items are included: (1) interest and
depreciation on the purchase price of the ma-
chine; (2) annual cost of repairing the machine
and supplying it with cutting tools, lubricants,
waste, etc.; (3) the value of the floor space oc-
cupied by the machine and the stock being
worked upon; (4) cost of power consumed by
the machine.
The hourly departmental rate will include
that portion of the general expense of the de-
partment, such as superintendence, clerical
work, tool room care, etc., as is properly charge-
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able to the particular machine considered.
The general hourly shop overhead rate will
include similar items of general expense per-
taining to the whole factory and not included
in the departmental rate. This should be pro-
rated to the different departments and then to
the particular machines.
In a small factory the general hourly over-
head rate and the departmental rate would
probably be merged into one.
Labor Burden Account.-This account in-
cludes general labor about the shop, as janitor's
work, helpers for transporting materials, etc.,
and should be prorated to the different ma-
chines.
Finished Stock Account.-This account is
charged with the total cost of finished work,
which at the same time is credited to the Work
in Process account. When goods are sold; the
Finished Stock Account is credited with the
Manufacturer's Cost price, which in general
should be equal to the sum of the Raw Mater-
ial, Material Burden Direct Labor, Labor Bur-
den, and Expense Burden charges against the
particular job.
Direct Labor (Yost.-Direct Labor Cost is ob-
tained by having each workman make out a time
card giving the exact time spent upon each job.
It is often desirable to be able to determine in
advance the probable cost of work so as to be
able to make a bid upon some work in prospect.
Also it is wise to compare the actual labor cost
with what it should be under the most favor-
able conditions. For this purpose a study must
be made of the amount of metal that can be re-
moved in a given time upon various machine
tools.
Mr. F. W. Taylor has made a very extended
study of the size and shape of tool and the
best depth of cut and rate of feed for the econo-
mical removal of metal. His results are given
in Volume 28 of Transactions of American So-
ciety of Engineers.
The speed at which metal may be cut depends
upon the quality of the steel from which the
cutting tool is made. Of recent years special
steels have been developed which retain their
hardness even up to a red heat, and much deeper
cuts and higher cutting speeds are used than
were formerly thought possible. In order to get
rid of the heat developed with heavy cuts and
high speeds, it is common to use a stream of
oil or some cutting fluid playing upon the work
and tool.
In the old styles of machine tools, such as we
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still have in our shops, only 3 or 4 different rates
of feed are provided, and for screw cutting it
is necessary to change the gears,-which re-
quires considerable time and trouble. The num-
ber of speeds, at which the work could be moved
was also quite limited. As a result, much time
was lost in making the proper adjustments of
feed and cutting speed, and frequently the
workman would not use the proper speed be-
cause of the trouble of changing. Many mod-
ern machine tools are supplied with so-called
"Quick Change Gearing" which permits the
workman by a quick movement of a shifting
lever to set the gearing for any one of a large
number of speeds. On lathes where a large num-
ber of thread pitches are required, the "Quick
Change Gearing" enables the operator to set
the machine to cut any thread by two simple
movements not requiring more than ten seconds.
On a particular lathe which I have in mind, as
many as 32 different threads can be cut and as
many different rates of feed may be imparted
to the tool carriage.
Mr. Taylor recommends the following prac-
tical cutting speeds in feet per minute for high














3/32 1/64 218 100 63.6 231 116 67.2
1/32 165 82.5 48.1 180 90.2 52.7
1/16 118 58.9 34.4 133 66.4 38.7
3/32 95 47.5 27.1 109 54.6 31.8
1/8 81.3 40.7 23.7 94.5 47.2 27.6
3/16 65 32.5 19 76.9 38.5 22.5
1/8 1/64 200 99.8 58.2 207 103 60.4
1/32 151 75.5 44 162 81.2 47.4
1/16 108 53.9 31.4 120 59.8 34.9
3/32 87 43.5 25.4 98.2 49.1 28.6
1/8 74.4 37.2 21.7 85.1 42.5 24.8
3/16 59.4 29.8 17.4 69.3 34.6 20.2
3/16 1/64 177 88.7 51.7 181 90.3 52.7
1/32 134 67.1 39.1 141 70.5 41.1
1/16 95.7 47.9 27.9 104 51.8 30.2
3/32 77.2 38.6 22.5 85.2 42.6 24.9
1/8 66.1 33 19.3 73.8 36.9 21.5
3/16 52.9 26.4 15.4 60.1 30. 17.5
1/4 1/64 164 81.9 47.8 164 82.1 47.9
1/32 124 61.9 36.1 128 64 37.3
1/16 88.4 44.2 25.8 94.2 47.1 27.5
3/32 71.3 35.7 20.8 77.4 38.7 22.6
1/8 61.1 30.5 17.8 67.1 32.5 19.6
3/8 1/64 147 73.5 42.9 144 72.1 42.1
1/32 111 55.6 32.5 112 56.2 32.8
1/16 79.3 39.6 23.1 82.7 41.4 24.1
3/32 64 32. 18.7 68 34 19.8
1/8 58.9 29.4 17.2
3/16 47.9 24 14
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STEEL.
r- % in. Tool 1 in. Tool
Cut Feed Soft Medium Hard Soft Medium Hard
3/32 1/64 465 233 106 490 245 111
1/32 302 156 70.9 340 170 77.2
1/16 209 105 47.6 235 118 53.5
3/32 165 82.8 37.2 189 94.6 43
1/8 1/64 413 207 93.9 427 214 97.2
1/32 277 139 62.9 296 148 67.3
1/16 186 92.9 42.2 205 102 46.6
3/32 147 73.5 33.4 165 82.5 37.5
1/8 123 61.6 28 142 71 32.3
3/16 1/64 350 175 79.6 357 179 81.2
1/32 235 118 53.4 247 124 56.2
1/16 157 78.8 35.8 171 85.6 38.9
3/32 125 62.4 28.3 138 68.4 31.3
1/8 119 59.3 26.9
3/16 95.4 47.7 21.7
1/4 1/64 313 157 71.2 314 157 71.4
1/32 210 105 47.8 218 109 49.4
1/16 141 70.5 32. 151 75.3 34.2
3/32 121 60.6 27.5
1/8 104 52.1 23.7
3/8 1/64 269 135 61.3 265 133 60.3
1/32 181 90.4 41.1 183 91.9 41.8
1/16 127 63.6 28.9
3/32 102 51.2 23.3
1/2 1/64 234 117 53.2
1/32 162 80.9 36.8
1/16 112 55.9 25.4
The above speeds are for roughing cuts where
the object is to remove the metal in the shortest
possible time. The depth of cut and feed to be
used in any given case depend upon the power
of the machine and also upon the size and
stiffness of the piece worked upon. A large stiff
piece will evidently stand a greater cut and
feed than a smaller piece that is likely to spring:
under the pressure of the tool, but it will re-
quire a smaller cutting speed. An inspection
of the above tables will show that a heavy cut
at slow speed will remove more metal in a given
time than a lighter cut at faster speed. The
proper cut and speed will evidently be deter-
mined by the rigidness of the piece worked upon
and the strength and power of the machine.
Mr. Charles Robbins, in the Transactions of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
for 1910, gives the results of numerous experi-
ments upon the power required to remove metal
as follows:
Cutting tools may be divided into three gen-
eral classes: (a) lathe tool type; (b) drills; (c)
milling cutters.
For the lathe tool type Mr. Robbins found
that the power required to remove metal was
directly proportional to the amount removed,
and did not vary with the depth of cut, feed or
cutting speed. With the cutting tools ordi-
narily employed, he found that the horse power
required to remove one cubic inch of metal per
minute for various metals was as follows:
Brass and similar alloys 0  2 to 0.3
Cast iron 0  3 to 0.5
Wrought iron 0.6
Mild Steel (0.30% to 0.40% carbon) 0.6
Hard Steel (0.50% carbon) 1  0 to 1.25
Very hard tire steel  1.50
For drills the power required may also be
considered as proportional to the cubic inches
of metal removed per minute. The friction of
the drill and chips on the side of the hole in-
creases the power requirement as the hole be-
comes deeper. Also the variable cutting speed
from the center toward the outside affects the
action. Ordinarily, the power required per
cubic inch of metal removed per minute .may be
taken as twice that for lathe tools.
For milling cutters the power required var-
ies according to the particular class of cutter.
A rough estimate for milling mild steel is 1.6
horse power per cubic inch of metal per minute
on a horizontal miller and 1 horse power per
cubic inch per minute on a vertical miller.
Mr. Robbins gives actual meter records of the
time and power required to machine a shaft of
machinery steel of . the accompanying dimen-
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The power was measured by recording
amperes taken by a 220-volt motor driving






Changing piece 6 8. 2.36
Cutting AB 5.0 28. 8.25
Cutting B-C 3.8 26. 7.66
Reverse   2.6 8. 2.36
Cutting E-D 4.8 24. 7.07
Cutting D-C 4.7 6. 1.77




From the above data the direct labor charge
for doing the machine work on the given piece
is determined at once when the wages of the
machinist are known. To this must be added
the machine hour rate. Mr. Robbins gives the
following table as a sample of the factors enter-
ing into the computation of the machine hour
rate and of reasonable values for the same.
The fixed charges are determined as follows:
First, find the fixed charges against the entire
factory, including interest, depreciation, taxes
and insurance on buildings, grounds and ac-
cessories. Then divide this amount among the
different departments according to the value of
each. For each department add to its portion
of the total factory fixed charge the interest
and depreciation on auxiliary apparatus lo-
cated in the particular department, not includ-
ing machine tools.
Variable charges are treated in the same way.
The variable charges against the entire factory
include repairs and renewals on buildings and
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' The interest item is the interest on the first
cost of the particular tool, commonly figured
at 6%.
The method used in figuring the deprecia-
tion is to charge 'off 10% of the first cost of the
tool the first year, leaving the value at the be-
ginning of the second year as 90% of the first
cost. For the second year 10% of this reduced
value is charged off and so on for succeeding
years. At the end of 6 years the depreciation
charge will be 6% of the original cost and that
value has been used in the table. If tools are
designed for special work then such an amount
should be charged off each year that at the con-
clusion of the job, the entire first cost less the
scrap value of the tool will have been charged
off.
The allowance for power given by Mr. Rob-
bins seems small. A more accurate way would
be to determine or estimate the power require-
ment for the particular job and charge 'accord-











40"- 60" $0.02 $0.25 $0.15 $0.05 $0.05 .01 $0.53
72"-100"  .04 .45 .25 .08 .08 .01 .91
10'- 14' .05 .80 .40 .15 .15 .02 1.57
16'- 24' .08 2.00 1.00 .30 .30 .03 3.71
Ave. per cent of total 3% 52% 28% 8% 8% 1%
Radial Drills, 5' .02 .30 .20 .03 .03 .01 0.59
Radial Drills, 10' .04 .60 .35 .09 .09 .01 1.18
Ave. per cent of total 3% 51% 31% 7% 7% 1%
Engine Lathes
30"-40" .02 .25 .12 .04 .04 .01 .48
40"-60"  .03 .50 .25 .10 .10 .01 .99
Ave. per cant of total 3% 51% 25% 10% 10% 1%
Planers
36"-56" .04 .55 .30 .05 .05 .01 1.00
7'-10' .06 1.10 .60 .15 .15 .02 2.08
12'-14' .15 2.60 1.40 .25 .25 .03 4.68
Ave. per cent of total 3% 55% 30% 5.5% 5.5% 1%
accessories; charges against the store room and
tool room; defective design, material or work-
manship; printing and stationery; lubricants
and general manufacturing supplies. To its
portion of the variable charges of the entire
factory are added similar charges pertaining
exclusively to the department.
Salaries are treated in a similar way, and in-
clude cost of superintendence; engineering and
drawing; clerical force, including office boys,
and general laborers.
The fixed charges, variable charges and
salaries are then divided in suitable propor-
tion among the productive machine tools of the
department.
costs less than one cent, and in many plants it
will cost 2 or even 3 cents.
Referring back to the problem of machining a
shaft, the power requirement is seen to be
4.7x29.6/60=2.32 horse power-hours, which at
2 cents per horse power hour will cost 4.64
cents. If the machine hour cost be taken at 47
cents and the direct labor cost at 40 cents an
hour, then the entire cost of machining the
shaft will be 29.6/60x87+4.6,47.5 cents.
If the work were done in the larger sized
lathe for which the machine hour rate is 98
cents, the cost would be 72.6 cents.
On planers it is not customary to use such a
wide range of cutting speeds as with lathes.
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The tool cuts only on the forward stroke. In
order to reduce the time lost by the return
stroke, the speed on the return is made from 2
to 5 times as great as on the cutting stroke. Con-
sequently, the amount of metal removed is only
2/3 to 5/6 what it would be if the actual cutting
speed were maintained without interruption.
The following cutting speeds on planers are
recommended by The Cincinnati Planer Co.:
Cutting Speed,
Material ft. per min.
Cast Iron, roughing cut 40 to 50
Cast Iron, finishing cut 20 to 25
Steel Castings, roughing cut 30 to 35
Steel Castings, finishing cut  20
Wrought Iron, roughing cut 30 to 45
Wrought Iron, finishing cut  20
Bronze and Brass 50 to 60
Machinery Steel  30 to 35
Finishing Cuts: The above data applies
to roughing cuts, where the object is to remove
metal as rapidly as possible and to bring the
piece to approximate size. For many purposes
this is all that is needed. When, however, a
good fit is required, or the part considered is to
be used as a bearing surface, the roughing cut
leaves tool marks and exact size is not main-
tained thruout the length of the cut owing to a
possible spring of the piece or to variations in
the hardness of the material. Then a finishing
cut should be taken after the piece has been
brought to approximate size. Such a cut
should have a depth of about 1/64 inch or less
and a feed of about the same amount.
Referring back to the shaft of machinery
steel, if all portions of the shaft are to be fin-
ished either to fit another piece or to form bear-
ing surfaces, then the additional time required
for finishing is found as follows: Referring
to the table of cutting speeds for soft steel, a
speed of 465 feet per minute is allowable. The
circumference of a 3 1/2 in. circle is 11 in. Hence
the lathe spindle should make 465 divided by
11/12 or 507 revolutions per minute. The to-
tal length of the shaft is 46 1/4 in. Hence the
time required to make the finishing cuts will
be 46 1/4x64 divided by 507=5.8 minutes. To
this should be added the time for adjusting
tool so as to produce the exact size. Allowing
two minutes for each of the four adjustments
gives a total of 8 minutes. If the ends and
shoulders are to be faced, additional time must
be allowed for this,—say 2 minutes for each
operation, or a total of 10 minutes. This makes
in all 23.8 minutes required for finishing. The
power requirement given by Mr. Robbins when
taking light cuts was about 1 1/2 horse power.
Taking the direct labor cost at 40 cents, the
machine hour cost at 47 cents, and power at 2
cents per horse power hour, we obtain for the
cost of finishing operations: 23.8/60x(40+47+
3)=35.7 cents:
If the shafts are to be turned out in large
enough quantities, it would probably be eco-
nomical to use a turret lathe, in which a number
of tools are set in a revolving turret-shaped tool
post and brought into action successively. Each
tool is then set so as to produce the exact diam-
eter of one portion of the finished piece, and
tool adjustment is required only to allow for
the wear of the tool. Similarly, the use of suit-
able stops will cut down the times required for
facing the ends and shoulders.
Example: Find the cost of planing an angle
plate of the dimensions of the sketch, assum-
ing one roughing and one finishing cut on each
finished surface, the material being medium cast
iron. Take the roughing cut 3/16 in. deep and
1/8 in. feed. The proper speed for a 1 in. tool
would then be 36.9 feet per minute. The Cin-
cinnati Planer Co. gives 40 to 50 feet per min-
ute. Assume that the planer is geared to give
a cutting speed of 40 feet per minute and that
the speed of return is 80 feet per minute. Then
2/3 of the time is occupied with cutting, and
the effective cutting speed will be 40x40 or
1600 feet per hour. Allow a total overtravel of
the tool of 1 inch.
For face (a) the total cutting travel for the
roughing cut will be 19/12x18x8=228 feet. For
face (b) total travel will be 8x19/12=13 ft.
For faces (c) and (d) the travel will be the
same as for a and b. For (e) and (f) each the
travel will 'be: 8x17x2/12+13=-36. The total
cutting travel for roughing is then 2x(228+13+
36)=554 feet, requiring 21 minutes. For the
finishing cut the cutting speed should be about
half that for roughing. If a 1/8 in. feed be
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used the time required will be 42 minutes. Time
should also be allowed for setting up the piece
and for changing. Faces (a) and (b) can be
planed at one setting, likewise faces (c) and
(d). A third setting will suffice for faces (e)
and (f). Allow 2 minutes for each setting. The
total time for machining the piece will then be
21+42+6=59 minutes.
For planers the power requirement does not
vary greatly with the actual work of cutting
unless very heavy cuts are used. A 36 in. by
12 ft. planer will take 6 or 7 horse power in
ordinary work. At 7 horse power for 59 min-
utes 'at 2 cents per horse power hour, the power
cost of the above job will be 14 cents.
Taking the direct labor cost at 50 cents an
hour and the machine hour rate at $1.00, the
total cost of machining the angle plate will be
(50+100+14) x59/60=161 cents.
Drilling: The proper speeds and feeds for
drilling vary greatly according to the material
drilled. The following are probably limiting
values for carbon-steel twist drills of the linear
speed at the circumference of the drill.
Bronze or brass 150 ft. per min.
Cast iron, annealed  85 ft. per min.
Hard oast' iron   40 ft. per min.
Mild steel    60 ft. per min.
Drop forgings  30 ft. per min.
Malleable iron  45 ft. per min.
Tool steel  30 ft. per min.
Cast steel  20 ft. per min.
Using these speeds, the table below shows
the revolutions per minute at which different
sized drills should be operated:
For high speed steel the speeds given in the
table may be doubled.
The power required for drilling cast iron
varies from 1.1 horse power per cubic inch of
metal removed per minute with a 1/4 in. drill
to .45 with drills 3 and 4 inches in diameter.
For steel of medium hardness the power re-
quired is about double that given for cast iron.
Some tests with .70 carbon steel gave about 4
horse power per cubic inch of metal removed
per minute.
Problem—Find the shop cost of drilling
12 3/4 in. holes to a depth of 1 1/2 in. in hard
cast iron on a 5 ft. radial drill.
Referring to the table, the proper speed is 204
r. p. m. and the feed is .012 ins, per rev. The
time required to drill a depth of 1 1/2 in. is
1.5 (.012x204)=.53 min. Allowing 10 seconds
for the time required to shift from one hole to
•another, gives .70 minute per hole, or 8.4 min-
utes for 12 holes. The machine hour rate for a
5 ft. radial drill is given as 50 cents. If the
direct labor cost is 40 cents an hour, then the





























5185 2440 2745 3660 1830 1220
1/8 .0 4 4575 2593 1220 1375 1830 915 610
3/16 .005 3050 1728 813 915 1220 610 407
1/4 .006 2287 1296 610 686 915 458 305
3/8 .008 1525 864 407 458 610 305 203
1/2 .010 1143 648 305 343 458 229 152
5/8 .011 915 519 244 275 366 183 122
3/4 .012 762 432 204 229 305 153 102
7/8 .013 654 371 175 196 262 131 87
1 .014 , 571 323 153 172 229 115 77
11/4 .016 458 260 122 138 183 92 61
1 1/2 .016 381 216 102 116 152 77 51
13/4 .016 327 186 88 98 131 66 44
2 .016 286 162 77 86 115 58 39
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The Development of Radio Telegraphy
W. o. HENSGEN, '06.
RADIO TELEGRAPHY had its inceptionin the laboratory experiments of Hertz,
who in 1887 discovered the progressive propo-
gation of electro-magnetic action through space
and was able to measure the length and velocity
of the electro-magnetic waves, and to show that
in the transverse nature of their vibration, and
their susceptibility to refraction and polariza-
tion, they are in complete accordance with the
waves of light and heat. His resonator was the
first and simplest form of a receiver. Marconi
while reproducing Hertz's experiments, after
making some improvements, sought to make
practical application of these principles and
first succeeded in transmitting and receiving
signals by means of the new space telegraphy
at his father's home in Italy. In 1896 he pro-
ceeded to England, at which time he applied for
his first patent and after a demonstration be-
fore various government officials in which a
distance of four miles was covered, he secured
their co-operation and assistance. The follow-
ing year the English Marconi Company was
formed and by 1899 various improvements had
been made enabling him to effect communica-
tion over a distance of 85 miles during the naval
manouvres of that year. In the same year the
New York Herald made use of radio telegraphy
as it is now called, for reporting the interna-
tional yacht races. By 1900 the apparatus had
been so perfected and its use deemed of sufficient
importance that the Nord-Deutscher Steamship
Company equipped their principal vessels with
radio apparatus which was at that time con-
sidered quite an innovation. Early in 1901 a
radio telegraph service was inaugurated be-
tween the five principal islands of the Hawaiian
Islands where radio had a unique application
because of the close proximity of the islands to
each other, the greatest distance in the system
being about 185 miles. In the same year Mar-
coni had sufficiently completed his two stations
for transatlantic experiments and soon there-
after effected communication between Cornwall,
England and Newfoundland, a distance of 1,800
miles.
In 1906 the International Radiotelegraphic
Conference was held at Berlin and the conven-
tion signed by the majority of the principal
countries of the world, whereby the transaction
of business via radio was systematically ar-
ranged and thereby received official and univer-
sal recognition.
Further advances were made about 1914 in
this country by making use of improved receiv-
ing apparatus, particularly the vacuum tube or
receiver which permits an amplification of the
received signals to ten thousand times its in-
coming value; and also an extension of the pos-
sible sending range was accomplished by mak-
ing use of the undamped type of generator, in
this country particularly the Poulsen type of
arc generator which in the later type absorbs
two hundred kilowatts of energy into the high
frequency generator, less than half of which is
converted into high frequency energy and
therefore supplied to the antenna. It is inter-
esting to note that in one of the present so-
called high power stations making use of a two
hundred kilowatt arc generator with a wave
length of eight thousand meters the effective re-
sistance of the 'antenna circuit was two one-half
ohms, and the effective capacity was twelve
thousandths microfarad. On reflection one will
be impressed with the remarkable fact that
twelve thousands of a microfarad of capacity
is a pretty small value to use to absorb 100 kw.
of energy whereby a reliable daylight range of
3,000 miles can easily be accomplished overland.
Receiving possibilities have also been extended
as it is no longer unusual to hear Japanese sta-
tions at night at Arlington, Va., the distance
involved being practically one-half the earth's
circumference.
In the present Europea-n war, radio has found
almost universal 'application for field uses, in
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fact supplanted some of the previous forms of
communication as in the case of an advanced
line which could only with difficulty maintain
wire communication because of its destruction
by shell fire. In the modern form of warfare
where so much depends on the aviation section
of the army, radio is practically the only possi-
ble method of maintaining communication with
the various flying and observational units, in
fact as in the case of fire control has been found
to be of immense value. Radio communication
from ship to ship and ship to shore has long
since become a commonplace necessity for
which reason every sea-going ship is now so
equipped.
It was originally hoped by some and feared
by others that radio telegraphy would become
a serious competitor of the ordinary landline
or wire telegraphy, however it has since de-
veloped that such is not the case, that on the
other hand, it has developed into an indispensi-
ble feeder and extension for the wire telegraphy
and telephone systems particularly in the case
of the marine end. Nor has its competition
where it exists been a detriment to the cable
companies because in the transatlantic branch
the cables are always very much overloaded al-
though for particular inter-island applications
as for instance, the Hawaiian and Philippine
Islands where submarine cables can only be
maintained with difficulty, radio has taken the
place of the cable—usually at much less expense.
The wireless telephone has still only a very
limited application and has therefore found
only applications of minor importance, al-
though made use of occasionally for special
short distance work.
The phenomenal growth and rapid expansion
of radio telegraphy is shown by its evolution
from the demonstration set of Marconi used on
Salisbury Plain in 1897 for covering a distance
of four miles involving a power input of about
one-fifth kilowatt, to the modern arc set having
a rating of two hundred kilowatts input into the
arc whereby a daylight range of 3,000 miles
overland can be accomplished. The original
demonstration set may have had a value of five
hundred dollars while a modern high powered
station complete with towers and real estate
represents an investment of more than one mil-
lion dollars. The first radio set aboard ship was
installed in 1900; at the beginning of the war
four thousand and forty ships were listed as
being equipped with radio apparatus and on
the same date seven hundred shore stations were
in operation.
To operate the various ship stations approxi-
mately seven thousand operators were employed
while the shore stations would involve fifteen
hundred more men. Considering then, that to-
day probably at least fifteen thousand men are
directly employed in radio work involving
operation, manufacture, installation and main-
tenance of radio apparatus we have a splendid
illustration of the economic value aside from
the utilitarian, of the practical application of
a new scientific principle and the remarkably
short time needed for a phenomenal expansion.
The following problems remain for solution
and will doubtless be the paths of future im-
provements: first, development of a compara-
tively simple, reliable form of high frequency
generator along the line of the Alexanderson
machine; second, a method permitting greater
speed in sending and receiving and possibly re-
cording the business; third, reduction of inter-
ference difficulties particularly atmospheric dis-
turbances. Unfortunately, along the line of im-
provements of a practical nature, little is to be
expected until some time after the close of the
war.
ALUMNI NOTES.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dulton announce the
birth of a daughter on March 3, 1918. Mr. Dul-
ton is a member of the class of 1914.
First Lieut. Robert Keith Offut, Machine
Gun Company, One Hundred Fifty-second In-
fantry, spoke to the Rose Battalion on Satur-
day, March 2nd, on his experiences at Camp
Shelby. Lieut. Offut is of the class of 1916.
Maj. R. K. Rochester, '01, has been made
general manager of a railway in France.
J. Robert Wisely, '15, is Chief Draftsman
for the Pittsburgh & Conneaut Dock Company
at Conneaut, Ohio.
Mr. John Nelson Van Patten announces the
marriage of his sister, Dorothy Van Patten
Torrey, to Mr. Henry St. Clair Putnam, on
Tuesday, the Nineteenth of February, 1918.
New York City. Mr. Putnam is a member of
the class of 1886.
Frank N. Hibbits, '87, who has been Assist-
ant General Superintendent of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, is now Gen-
eral Superintendent of M. P. Lehigh Valley R.
R., S. Bethlehem, Pa.
Henry L. Yingling, '12, is with the Dayton
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Just why engineers have come to recognize
St. Patrick as their patron saint is hard to say.
However that may be, all courses yea even the
chemists and rnechanicals bury the hatchet and
bow their heads reverentially in worship of the
original engineer. Altho the noble Hibernian
is chiefly famed for his ability as a charmer
of snakes, there can be no doubt that old St.
Pat, was the original dam constructor and that
he had it on all the other brothers in every
way being a Hathi, when it came to the Cal-
culus.
On Saturday, March 16, the noble Rose ele-
phant sounded its fourth trumpet- to summon
all of the clan to the worship of their venerable
chief and from all directions came the faithful
to join in the festivities. All, preparations for
the celebration were made by a committee com-
posed of the following Juniors: A. N. Barnes,
D. P. Cromwell, L. S. Stinson H. W. Streeter
and R. F. E. Wiedeman. These men deserve
much credit for the splendid way in which the
work was done.
Anyone passing the Heminway House about
one-thirty would have rushed for their calen-
dars to make sure that it was still March for
the Freshman caps were just budding, in fact
judging from the perfume from them, we might
even have said that the moth-ball bush was in
full bloom. Of course everyone was feeling
rather blue ( ?) over having missed drill in the
morning but after the march to the Hippo-
drome, where the legend "St. Patrick was an
engineer, so am I," proved an "open sesame" to
the whole place, their spirits rose.
As soon as every-body had picked the nearest
exit in case of fire, the program began. No, not
the regular program but a real entertainment
which everyone thoroughly enjoyed. Of course
our little lily of the field, James S. King,
modestly consented to act as master of cere-
monies and to start the ball rolling and remove
any embarrassment, he sang a song. We do
not know what song it was for it started like
"Onward Christian Soldiers" and ended some-
what on the order of "Drunk Last Night," but it
was all about rambling all around town and
about Crawfordsville and Hell and other places
like that. Then of course little Jimmy led us in
some yells. After we had waited ten and a
quarter minutes for the rafters to stop vibrat-
ing from the last "YEA ROSE," the next on
'the program was introduced.
• It was none other than George Brown who
romped over the ivories so well that the regular
pianist turned green with envy which was quite
an asset to the appropriate color scheme. Then
the original jazz band, presented for the first
time in these parts, rendered such classics as
"Over There" and "They Go Wild" which
seemed easily possible. This famous organiza-
tion consists of Brown, Hill, Greenbaum and
Rosenbaum and when it comes to music these
boys are right there.
After 'Fessor had told some jokes about a
man who lost three legs and four arms not to
mention two heads and we had lost the, point if
there was one, the orchestra found courage
enough to crawl out of their dug-out into the
trenches and start the battle. But there was no
battle for the Rose contingent acted just like
they do in Calculus which is as everybody
knows like perfect gentlemen. Eh, Fessor?
After the show the crowd dispersed to study
their lessons for Monday and to wait until it
was dark enough to venture out in their cos-
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tumes without being arrested. At six-thirty a
few of the bolder spirits gathered courage
enough to lead the march on the Heminway
House clad mostly in thought and green cheese
cloth and •as the more timid straggled in the
festivities started.
From the west porch of the Heminway House,
the degrees in Ye Ancient Order of the Ele-
phant were distributed by the fitful light of
torches. The juniors received the third degree
that of Embryo Blacks, the sophs being White
Elephants and the lowly frosh being designated
as Followers of the Elephant. As soon as all
had taken their degrees from High Priest
Barnes the parade formed itself and commenced
its circuitous route to do honor to St. Patrick
the "Wild Irish Rose" man.
And the parade! Never has that old Rose
spirit blossomed out into such a bewildering
display. In fact, Terre Haute has never seen
anything to equal it, nay, even to compare with
it in splendor, originality, cleverness or pep.
Old Rose had certainly done itself proud. As
it swept into Wabash Avenue, a near-sighted
person might have taken it for the Kaiser lead-
ing his troops into battle but as it draws nearer
we see that it is no other than our old friend
Drum Major Engelbaum (Terre Haute Trib-
une), who as a march king has John Philip
Sousa beaten to a frazzle. Behind him comes
his faithful corps armed with little drums,
medium drums, and big drums and all making
but one kind of noise.
THt 19 TANK AS SNAPPED BY PHoToGRAPHERS
After this bunch of virtuosos came the tank,
not a live one but one like they use in the war.
Of course this one was made at the R. P. 1.
shops and Major Zimmerman was in charge of
its construction. We take off our hats to Zim.
for he is some little constructer. This tank was
certainly the real thing, caterpillar tractors and
all, and it is rumored that it will be sent to the
front to take part in Field Marshal Coles'
spring drive. Nor was it the only offering from
the Juniors who also htad the body of the late
TH 13t_1121A.L.
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Rose Jinx and strange to say as the cortege
proceeded there were no tears shed.
Following the Juniors came the elephant
escorted by the class of Twenty. The noble
beast looked as never before in a brand new
coat of paint with new lights shining brightly
from his eyes, his retreat also being illuminated
as required by law. The orchestra led by Jakey
Reinking gave voluptuously forth music, more
or less, and in spite of several of the pans being
off key the effect was all that could be desired.
A cavalcade under the command of Captain
Stone pranced sedately before "The Only Two
Girls In School," Rose and Polly who were none
other than our own Ray and Reinmann, and
thus formed a guard of honor for these two
maidens who by-the-way were no mean feature
in themselves.
Immediately behind the ponderous elephant
came the lowly followers working busily. Not
to be outdone the "Frosh" were all dressed up
in green nighties, which gave them the appear-
ance of string beans but which showed that
their hearts beat right. They seemed to be
doubly divided between the worship of old St.
Pat and the mourning for the approaching
April second, when Indiana and 'possibly Terre
Haute will be likened unto the broad Sahara
except that the latter has oases. They had a
submarine so true to life that old Von Tirpitz
himself could not have told that it was not the
real thing. Proudly perched upon a water-
wagon rode several freshies but they emphat-
ically declared that it was just for the period of
the parade. The old sprinkling cart was all
posted up with signs, one of which read, "The
End of a Perfect Day" and another, "Eventual-
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ly, Why Not Now," and we all know that they
did not mean the flour. Other young artists
tried their hands at signs of various kinds; such
sentiments being prevalent as, "We Will Have
an Irish Kaiser in 1921," "A Dream of '21" (a
large stein containing, you can imagine what.)
"Those 6uys
must like merli.
After a march over the entire business section,
the parade ended by showering attentions on
the traffic cop which we did because "he was
so good to us." As soon . as the parade dis-
banded everybody rushed for home to put on
their green neckties and boiled shirts and beat
it for the Phoenix. The hall was decorated in
green and white with elephants all around, (we
mean, hanging on the walls, you know.) The
dance was chaperoned by Doctor and Mrs.
White, Doctor and Mrs. Johonnott, Professor
and Mrs. Wischmeyer, Professor and Mrs.
Coles and Professor and Mrs. Thomas. A three-
piece Poly orchestra, Brown, Phillips and Hill,
furnished excellent music until the clock
struck twelve and the biggest and best St. Pat-
rick's Day Celebration became a thing of the
past.
MINUTES OF STUDENT COUNCIL
MEETING, FEB. 6, 1918.
Meeting caller to order at 7:55 P. M. by
President Crapo.
All members present. Gilbert present. Stin-
son was present to represent Technic.
Minutes of previous meeting read and ap-
proved.
Gilbert reported that owing to action taken
by Dr. Mees it was unnecessary to borrow $500
as proposed but instead it was loaned by Mr.
Gilbert on his salary, adjustment to be made
later.
Reported by Mr. Gilbert that Faculty had
voted favorably for compulsory Gym.
Moved by Gray and seconded by Engelhard
that Wiedeman be advanced $187 for the pur-
pose of settling for the hand-book, the same to
be taken by the Y. M. C. A. as a loan; that the
collections for the advertisements in the hand-
books be turned over to the Student Fund. Mo-
tion carried.
Manson appointed to assist Wiedeman in
collecting for the advertisements.
The following committee appointed to assist
the High Schools in holding the Wabash Valley
Tournament: Engelhard, Barnes, Manson,
Gray, Floyd, Brophy, Stinson, Owens, Rein
king, Reinhard, Streeter, Pence, Zimmerman,




ner, Rawlings, Burns, Krausbek.
Skinner 'and Wiedeman excused at 8:30 P. M.
Moved by Engelhard, seconded by Stinson,
that Gilbert's report on January budget be ac-
cepted. Motion carried.
Moved by Stinson, seconded by Engelhard,
that $300 be advanced to THE TECHNIC for cur-
rent expenses. Motion carried.
Moved by Engelhard, seconded by Pence, that
meeting be adjourned. Motion carried.




The P. I. E. S. Fraternity entertained their
pledges with an informal dancing party on Fri-
day evening, February the twenty-second. The
house was decorated in 'accordance with Wash-
ington's birthday. Refreshments were served
at the end of the evening. Seventeen couples
were in attendance.
On Saturday, March 9, the Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity gave an informal dancing party at
the Chapter house on North Eighth Street. The
guests of honor were the pledges of the frater-
nity and about twenty-five couples were pres-
ent. Punch was served throughout the even-
ing while a three piece "jazz" band instilled
the dancers with the n6cessary "pep."
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MINUTES OF STUDENT COUNCIL
MEETING, MARCH 6, 1918.
Meeting called to order at 7:45 by President
Crapo. All present. Mr. Gilbert present.
Minutes of last meeting omitted.
Wiedeman excused at 8:00 P. M.
Minstrel report read by Mr. Gray showed a
net (=rain of $172.20. Complete report to be
made by Gray and turned over to Gilbert. ,
Moved by Gray, seconded by Rawlings, that
Gilbert's monthly report be accepted. Motion
carried.
Election of St. Patrick's day committee for




(Chairman), Cain, Probst, Hearn, Richardson,
Schlaman.
Elephant Committee—Pence (Chairman).
Osmer, Maxwell, Stockmaster, Bryan, Lauter-
bach, Huston, Woodling.
Freshman Committee—Walker (Chairman),
Rosenbaum, Haley, Biller, Owens, Ronald.
Moved by Barnes, seconded by Gray, that all
taking part in the St. Patrick's celebration
must hold a ticket costing 70 cents to cover ex-
penses.
Motion carried.
Moved by Pence, seconded by Gray, that
meeting be adjourned. Motion carried. Meet-




PTHE following figures show grade averages





All students  74.1%
FRATERNITIES.
Beta Phi 79.5%
Alpha Chi Sigma 76.4%
P. I. E. 8. 75.5%
Alpha Tau Omega 74.7%
Theta Xi 74.6%
Sigma Nu 73.8%
All Fraternities  75.2%
FRATERNITY PLEDGES.













SIGMA NIT. THETA XI.
Ray L. Biller. Karl Arleth.
Harry E. Bolt. George R. Armstrong.
Edwin H. Carnarius. Arthur D. Hill.
Jesse E. Dowen. Edward F. Jaenisch.
Gilbert R. Epps. William H. Junker.
Lloyd Greenbaum. Roland G. Rawlings.
Herman J. Krausbek. Robert E. Skidmore.














Other recent pledges are:
Alvin N. Barnes, '19, to Alpha Tau Omega.
John R. Cain, '19, to Sigma Nu.
Jerome Farmer, '20, to P. I. E. S.
Adolph A. Geiger, '19, to Sigma Nu.
Herschell Hearn, '19, to Sigma Nu.
Kenneth Huston, '20, to P. I. E. S.
Ronald C. Manson, '20, to Alpha Tau Omega.
Adolph Reinhard, '19, to Alpha Tau Omega.
John C. Zimmerman, '19, to Theta Xi.
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50-60 affair. The Normal
- games were games de-
cided by the "break." The
Teachers played twice on their own floor and
won twice. Tech won the battle on her floor.
The scores were close. All of which is sub-
stantial evidence of our "break" theory. Other
I. C. A. L. contests were few. Two victories
were chalked up over Butler. The Dentals and
Louisville U. split with Tech, each team win-
ning on her own floor. Our other victory was
that over a Camp Taylor five of former local
stars.
Prospects for next year •are bright. There
are no Seniors in school, so graduation will not
hit the squad. Assuming that neither Uncle
Sam nor Old Man Ivory interferes, this year's
material will remain intact. Then, too, there is
always the hope directed to the Freshman class.
Rose should go well in 1919.
THE 1918 Basketball Sea-
son, while more success-
ful than last year's, could
have been better. Of
. fourteen games played,
Tech came out victor in
six. Eight were lpst,
which makes it clearly a
ROSE-LOUISVILLE.
THE Rose team journeyed to Kentucky o
n
February 23 and lost an exciting game
to Louisville University by a score of 28 to 26.
Tech took the lead in the first minute of play
and held it to the last of the game when two
consecutive baskets gave the Colonels the vic-
tory. The feature of the evening was the bout
staged by Bat Burns wherein he almost
wrecked the Louisville team. Reinking starred
for the Engineers while Referee Reverse played
well for Louisville.
Line-up and summary:
Rose (26) II. of L. (28)
Reinking  Morgan
Burns, Krausbek F  Herzer
Reinhard C  Daniels
Street3r G   Grimes
Floyd Morris
Field goals—Reinking, 3; Reinhard, 2; Krausbek,
2; Floyd, 2; Streeter, 1; Morgan, 5; Herzer, 1; Dan-
iels, 3; Grimes, 2; Morris, 1. Foul goals—Reinhard,
6; Morgan, 2; Daniels, 2. Referae—Converse.
ROSE-NORMAL.
T N the second Normal game Tech came back
I- strong. By playing a hard fighting game
and passing the ball as had never been done
heretofore, Rose won a 30 to 26 victory. The
contest was one of the most exciting seen in the
city in years and was featured by good basket-
ball on the part of both teams. Godfrey, of
Ohio State, was guardian of the whistle and he
kept the game well in hand. He called fouls
close enough to prevent unnecessary roughness
but still the game was not slowed up.
Shortly after the whistle Normal took the
lead on a free throw by
Grose. He registered an-
other foul shot before
Reinking scored for Tech.
The Teachers forged ahead,
however, when their for-
wards each scored from
field. Baskets by Burns,
Floyd and Reinking evened
things up and the scoring
was even for the rest of the
half. At time Rose held a
one point lead-16 to 15. In
the second half Tech ex-
hibited some of the prettiest
teamwork seen this season
and the Teachers were lost.
Only poor basket shooting
made the score close as it
was. At one stage of the
half, the Engineers poured shots on the basket
but the ball would not fall through the netting.
Rose held her lead, however, and the final whis-
tle announced a Tech victory of 30 to 26.
Reinking lead his team-mates in points with
a total of four baskets from the field. "Gloomy"
played the floor well and with Reinhard was a
big factor in the Engineer teamwork. Capt.







Streeter, Floyd  Conover
Floyd, Streeter   Glenn
Reinhard G  McBrayer
Field goals--Burns, 3; Reinking, 4; Streeter, 3;
Floyd, 3; Grose, 3; Shipley, 1; Conover, 3; Glenn, 1;
McBrayer, 1. Foul goals—Reinhard, 4 out of 14;
Grose, 8 out of 14. Referee—Sergeant Godfrey, Ohio






TECH was no match for the Indiana Uni-versity five and went down in defeat, 44
to 7. The Crimson was at home on their rink
and passed and shot in a spectacular manner.
Rose fought but the Hoosier's accuracy in hit-
ting the net from all angles proved fatal.
Line-up and summary:
Indiana (43) Rose Poly (7)
Easton F  Reinking
Zeller F   Burns
Jeffries   Reinhard
Phillips G  Streeter
Stahr G  Floyd
Field goals:
4; Jeffries, 1;
Indiana—Zeller, 6; Phillips, 4; Easton,
Bowsher, 1; Vontress, 3; Stahr, 1.
Rose Poly—Streeter, 1; Rein-
hard, 1. Foul throws—Zeller
3, missed 3; Floyd 3, missed 1;
Reinhard missed 2. Substitutes
—Vontress for Easton, Bowsher
for Jeffries, Ingles for Stahr,
Krausbeck for Burns, Richey




ECH lost to the Tigers
on their own floor by
a 39 to 13. The Rose five
has yet to learn to play/10,ll
basket ball on a mile
straightaway. DePauw took
the lead early in the game
and was never in danger al-
though Tech put up a stub-
born fight. The Engineer teamwork was good,
but they could not work the ball close enough to
the Methodist's goal for many successful shots.















Substitutions—(DePauw) Bastian for McClure,
Bauchert for Kriner, Isenbarger for Bastian, Swaim
for Bauchert. (Rose Poly) Biller for Burns, Kraus-
bek for Streeter, Froeb for Reinking. Field goals—
Kriner, 4; Smith, 3; Billingsley, 2; Royse, 2; McClure,
Reinhard, Streeter 2, Swaim
2; Bauchiart, Reinking, Bill-
er. Foul goals—McClure 4;




TECH lost her lastgame of the season
when State Normal won N
a 33 to 29 victory at the \
Y. M. C. A. floor. The
game was close from start to finish but the
Teachers held .a small margin long enough to
chalk up a win. The Rose five fought desperate-
ly and although their teamwork was up to the
standard, inability to hit the net was fatal.
Normal on the other hand, made about half of
their shots count. Godfrey. the Normal re-
feree, held the teams close. He has a habit of
calling held balls personal fouls which was dis-
asterous for Tech.
The first half was especially nip and tuck.
First the Blue, then the Rose, would tally and
at the whistle things stood 22 to 19, Tech trail-
ing. Rose made a desperate effort in the clos-
ing chapter, but in the midst of things Capt.
Floyd was requested to become a spectator and
our rally was checked. At the final whistle Nor-
mal still held her lead. The score for the half
was, Tech 10, Normal 11.
Capt. Floyd put up one of his best games of
the season. Besides being the defensive star of
the contest he slipped down the floor long
enough to toss in three baskets. Jake and
Johnny were in the fight at all stages but were
unfortunate, to say the least, in goal shooting.
Ick, as usual, featured the team work.
Coach Sink and his five teachers all put up
a ,clean and sanitary game in their last stand
against the Rose.
Line-up and summary:
State Normal (33) Rose Poly (29)
Grose F  Burns
Shipley   Reinking
Conover .0   Reinhard
Glenn G Floyd, Krausbek
MoBrayer G  Streeter
Field goals—Burns, 2; Reinking, 2; Reinhard, 2;
Floyd, 4; Conover, 2; Glenn, 3; McBrayer, 2. Foul
goals—Grosi3, 4; Glenn, 1; Floyd, 3; Reinhard, 4.
Timers—Hathaway and Glenn. Scorers—Walker and
Jensen. Referee—Godfrey. Time of halves-20
minutes.
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Interesting Technical
JOURNAL AMERICAN SOCIETY MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS, March, 1918.
Problems of Crankshaft Design.
By Otto M. Burkhardt. A paper in which
mathematical deductions from examples from
prevailing practice are utilized to derive fac-
tors of safety and other specific values.
The Offensive Against the Submarine.
By Joseph A. Steinmetz. With annotations
to the suggestions to inventors made by the
Naval Consulting Board of the United States
regarding the submarine and kindred problems.
MUNICIPAL JOURNAL, Feb. 23, 1918.
Los Angeles Water Department Appliances.
By C. W. Geiger. In this article a number of
appliances and methods that have been de-
veloped by the department are described.
War Time Disposal of Garbage.
The conclusion of an article the first part of
which appeared in the Feb. 9th issue. The
practices of eight large cities are described, in-
cluding the hog ranch at Denver.
THE GAS ENGINE, March, 1918.
Reasons Behind the Liberty Motor.
By Major Jesse G. Vincent.
POWER, March 5, 1918.
Conditions in the Power Industry.
By Ludwig W. Schmidt. A digest of the re-
ports of the United States Consuls on the power
situation in various parts of the world and the
influence of the war on this important industry.
Walnut Plant, Columbus Railway, Power and
Light Co.
This plant will have a capacity of 31, 250
kv.-a. The boilers are arranged on the unit
system, each unit consisting of two boilers, one
Articles of the Month
economizer, two stokers, one induced—and one
forced draft fan. The plant was designed and
built by the E. W. Clark and Co. Management
Corporation.
AMERICAN MACHINIST, Feb. 28, 1918.
Manufacture of Electric Tool Steel.
By E. A. Suverkrop. This article tells in a
general way the methods by which tool steel is
manufactured in the electric furnace. The in-
formation was secured at the plant of the Lud-
lum Steel Co.
MACHINERY, March, 1918.
Manufacture of the United States 75-milli-
meter Shell.
By Eric Oberg. The first of a series of arti-
cles describing approved methods employed by
the American Shell Co. in the making of United
States artillery ammunition.
•-Graphic Method of Generating an Involute
Gear Tooth.
By Douglas T. Hamilton.
ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL, March 2, 1918.
Six-motor Multiple-unit Trains for Montreal.
By Keith MacLeod.
THE ELECTRIC JOURNAL, March, 1918.
The Engineering Evolution of Power Plant
Apparatus.
By Francis Hodgkinson. A historic review
of steam turbine progress.
BOOK REVIEW.
Military and Naval Recognition Book. By Lieut. J.
W. Bunkley, U. S. Navy. pp. 224. D. Tan Nostrand
Co., New York.
A very timely book in which the author aims
to acquaint the reader with the uniforms, in-
signia, and customs of the principal fighting
forces of the world. He has laid special stress
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on and has shown in great detail, the insignia
of rank. In the first seven chapters he deals
with the organization and composition of the
army, army etiquette, and customs. In the sec-
ond seven chapters he takes up the organization
and composition of the navy, both ashore and
afloat, and naval etiquette and customs. The
marine corps, coast guard, light house ser-
vice, and coast and geodetic survey are dealt
with, each in a short chapter. A chapter is de-
voted to the strength and organization of the
principal foreign armies. Twelve chapters are
descriptive of the uniforms of armies and
navies of the nations now at war and two chap-
ters deal with United States war medals and
badges. The book should be as interesting for
the layman as for the man in or about to enter
the service. It is fully and clearly illustrated
and fills its purpose completely.
THE WAR DEPARTMENT DISCOVERS
THE CHEMIST.
FROM the time the United States entered thewar to the present day there have been a
few people who realized the importance of the
chemist in the general scheme of industrial af-
fairs. And when it was proposed to take him
from his tasks and make a soldier of him, there
were a few voices raised in opposition.
Now comes the Adjutant General of the
Army, however, with official recognition of the
importance of the chemist in industry. Through
an order of the Adjutant General, provision has
been made 'whereby manufacturers of essential
war materials who have lost chemists through
the first draft may again obtain the services of
these men, and those now threatened with the
loss .of chemists through the present draft may
retain them. The request for exemption must
come from the manufacturers; applications
from the men will not be considered. Manu-
facturers thus affected should apply to the
Chemical 'Service Section, N. A., New Interior
Building, Washington, D. C., for the regula-
tions governing the transfer of men already
drafted or the possible reclassification of men
not yet called.—Metallurgical and Chemical En-
gineering.
STUDENTS FORGE CANNON.
Students in the engineering shops at Georgia
have presented to the 321st Field Artillery a
cannon which they themselves had constructed.
BUY THRIFT STAMPS.
Remember, the Thrift Stamp campaign is
still going on and that every quarter helps to
win the war.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Owing to the increased cost of publication, after
April the first, the yearly subscription price of THE
TECHNIC will be advanced to two dollars a year
while the cost per single copy will be twenty-five cents.
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DIFFERENTIALS
WORTH HIS BEST.
A young engineer went to a minister's home
to get married. After the ceremony the bride-
groom drew the clergyman aside and said in a
whisper: "I'm sorry I have no money to pay
your fee, but if you'll take me down into the
cellar I'll show you how to fix your gas meter
so that it won't register."
R. P. I.
JoJo in Light (after making an elaborate
figure in colored chalk)—"Now—what will
those rays be?"
King, '19—"Pink." .(And they were.)
R. P. I.
HOCK THE WATCH.
"Your watch doesn't keep good time."
"No, but it has redeeming qualities."
R. P. I.
A GOOD SINE.
She (soulfully)—"Oh, George! I just love
to sit here with you by the fireplace and listen
to the crackling logs! They almost seem to be
whispering a tuneful melody to us, don't they?"




"Who are you rooming with this year?"
"Oh, I'm rooming alone."
"How singular !"—Tiger.
R. P. I.
Who takes the pleasure out of life and makes
existence hell?
Who fires a real good-looking one because she
cannot spell?
Who substitutes a dictaphone for coral-tinted
ear?
The penny-chasing, dollar-wasting efficiency
engineer!
—Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering.
SLIGHT MISTAKE.
Female passenger in airplane some thou-
sands of feet up—excitedly, "Please, oh, please,
won't you go down? I've just dropt my
pearl cuff-button !"
"Calm yourself, madam—that's not your
cuff-button, that's Lake Erie."—Puck.
R. P. I.
The following are extracts from examination
papers at several of the large universities:
A blizzard is the inside of a hen.
Sixty gallons make one hedgehog.
When the British got up in the morning and
saw the Americans on the opposite hill they
threw up their breakfast (breastworks).
Climate is caused by the emotion of the earth
around the sun.
Pompeii was destroyed by an eruption of
saliva from the Vatican.
Geometry teaches us how to bisect angels.
Achilles was dipped in the River Styx to
make him immoral.
A vacuum is a large empty space where the
pope lives.
A mountain pass is a pass given by the rail-
road to its employees so that they can spend
•their vacation in the mountains.
A mountain range is a large cook stove.
The stomach is just south of the ribs.
R. P. I.
A student of the University of Nebraska in
a contest to perform the "darndest nervy"
stunt, stopped a trolley car in order to use the
step as a foot rest while tying his shoe.
R. P. I.
"The women of the Fiji Islands don't wear
any clothes," remarked the globe trotter.
"Gracious!" exclaimed the Mere Man. "I
wonder what they find to talk about."—Judge.
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His Modesty the Kaiser.
The Kaiser is a violet,
As modest as they groW.
Like Goldsmith's Man, the Kaiser wants
But little here below.
Should we delay the joyous day
Of butchery's surcease,
When they're so dog-gone moderate,
The Kaiser's terms of peace?
What does he ask of Belgium?
Nothing that isn't fair—
A few big forts, a lot of ports,
The only army there,
Control of all the commerce,
The railroads and the wires;
Aside from which there's not a thing
His little heart desires.
And if he wants so little
From a land of Belgium's size
He'll certainly go easy
On the rest of the allies.
Let's •see if we can figure out,
Let's see if we can guess
What all the cuss will ask of us
Before he'll end the mess.
Of course, he'll wish for Poland;
He'll claim Alsace-Lorraine;
That part of Portugal which lies
Between the sea and Spain;
Roumania and Serbia
In toto and intact;
Not very much of Russia—
One-half, to be exact.
R. P. I.
MUST HAVE HAD PRACTICE.
Bab—"Did father strike you favorably ?"













He: "I could die dancing with you, dear."
She: "I am."—Froth.
Of Italy, say, Venice
And Florence, yes, and Rome;
The choicest site in Naples,
Where he'll build a winter home.
Of France, the whole of Paris,
Versailles, Calais, Bordeaux,
And all the rural districts,
Where the champagne makin's grow.
Of 'Britain, 0 not very much:
Merely some guarantees
That English ships will make no trips
Without first saying "Please!"
And that the Teuts be given
Exclusive right of way
Between the unimportant ports
Of Dover and Calais.
Of our U. S. he'll ask much less
Because we started late:
Possibly New York Harbor,
Besides the Golden Gate,
The Capitol, the White House,
Our railroads and our mills,
And just sufficient change to pay
His and his sidekicks' bills.
The Kaiser is a violet,
As modest as they grow.
Like Goldsmith's Man, the Kaiser wants
But little here below.
They say he's been that way since birth:
Shy as a young gazelle.
The Kaiser only wants the Earth—
But what he'll get is Hell.
—Ring W. Lardner (Chicago Tribune)
Mr. Hen Peck: "I don't like to butt into
your affairs, dear, but what am I going to do
this evening."
R. P. I.
"I beg your pardon. I didn't mean to step
on your foot."
"That's all right. I walk on 'ern myself."
—Ohio Sun Dial.
R. P. I.
Optimistic Mother: "I'm glad you got this
car John. Baby likes the rattle."
R. P. I.
Clarence: "Would you scream if I kissed
you?"
Clara: "Do you flatter yourself that I
would be speechless with joy?"
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STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS, PLUMBING,
HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND STEAM HEATING
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 Wabash Avenue Phones 140
ARTHUR M. HOOD GEORGE B. SCHLEY
Rose '93
HOOD & SCHLEY
PATENTS and PATENT CAUSES
908 HUME-MANSUR BLDG. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Drug Clerk—"Now what kind of a tooth-
brush do you want?"
Ole Olson—"It must be a strong wan; dere
bane seven ave ma famlee."—Widow.
R. P. I.
A certain rector called to the vestibule just
before a service was to meet a couple who
wanted to be married. He explained that
there was no time for the ceremony then, but
said that if they would remain until the close
of the ceremonies he would give them a chance
to come forward at that time.
The couple agreed and at the proper mo-
ment the minister said: "Will those who wish
to be united in the holy bonds of matrimony
please come forward."
Whereupon thirteen women and one man
proceeded to the alter.
Before leaving the good old United States with some Military
Organization have a good
PHOTOCRAPH
Taken for that Mother, Wife or Sweetheart
They will appreciate it!
GEORGE GRAHAM HOLLOWAY STUDIO
You Will Like THE TRAPPER
With its Bi-Swing Extension Sleeves
And the Trapper is only one of the many specially designed copyrighted styles
for active service.
LEE GOODMAN & SON
Style Headquarters 410 WABASH AVENUE
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Come here for your Suit and Overcoat. We are showing the newest things in
the celebrated
HART SCHAFFNER (a MARX
make. Every garment of which is guaranteed to be all wool and fast colors.
Emerson Shoes $4.50 to $7.00 Stetson Shoes $6.50 to $9.00
Manhattan Shirts and the newest things in Men's Hats and Neckwear
TUNE BROS.
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes in Terre Haute
"Those Germans are certainly efficient," said
father at the breakfast table.
"How so? How ?" asked mother.
"Why," said father, "I see they have put
the whole question of the food supply into
the hands of the Minister of the Interior."
R. P. I.
"I want some powders for insects."
"How many sir?"
"Oh millions."
"Is this the lawyer who is going to defend
me?" asked the murderer as he looked at the
young lawyer.
"Yes," answered the judge, "he's your law-
yer."
"If he should die," asked the murderer,
"could I have another?"
"Certainly," answered the judge.
"Well," said the murderer, "can I see him
alone for a few moments?"
VENUS
KY PENCIL
FOR the best work you need the perfect pencil, VENUS. It is the
world's standard quality pencil. Look for the distinctive
VENUS finish.
/7 black degrees, from 6B soft to 911 hardest, and hard
and medium copying. Try the VENUS eraser, too. Made
in /2 sizes. $2.00 per box.
FREE! iThisngpterni ac Pencils 
o xH owl di tehr fainvde VENNIt JUS EDraswe
sent free. Write for it today.
American Lead Pencil Co.
218 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Dept. M6
. ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Henry L. Doherty & Company
60 WALL STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Engineers, Operators and Managers
of
Public Utility Properties
including natural and artificial gas, street railways, electric light









in which engineering graduates, electrical, chemical, mechanical, and civil
are trained as Junior Engineers, developing in actual employment to positions
of responsibility in all phases of the business of the organization.
Address Doherty Training School Correspondence to
H. B. Shaw, Toledo, Ohio
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US.
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Sc Polytechnic Institute
Founded by the late Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana
A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern Languages,
physical Sciences and Drawing with thorough instruction in
the Principles and Practice of
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES, Ph. D., President.
JOHN WHITE, Ph. D., Vice-President, Professor of Chemistry.
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A. M., Professor of Languages.
MALVERD A. HOWE, C. E., Professor Emeritus of Civil and
Architectual Engineering.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY, B. S., Professor of Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M. E., Professor of Machine Design.
FRANK C. WAGNER. A. M., Professor of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering.
EDWIN S JOHONNOTT, Ph. D.. Professor of Physics.
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C. E., Professor of Mechanics and
Associate in Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. KNIPMEYER, B. S., Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering.
..4100•01•1•000/004.6...11.111.4.1.1..11 1 1•14 11.NWENN.
ALBERT A. FAUROT, M., A. Associate Professor in Languages
and Librarian.
HAROLD A. THOMAS, C. E., Associate Professor in Civil Engi-
neering.
CARL WISCHMEYER, B. S. Associate Professor in Drawing and
Machine Design; Superintendent of Shops.
ORION L. STOCK, B. S., Assistant Professor in Drawing and
Architectural Design.
H. L. COLES, B. S., Assistant Professor in Chemistry.
WARREN R. SPENCER, B. S.. Instructor in Mathematics and
Civil Engineering.
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will be a revelation to you
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
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Phones: Bell 4, Citizens 23
MYERS BROS.
"The Home of Totally
Different and Better
Suits"—for Students
This home of High-Art and Sampeck
Clothes for the young man affords a selec-
tion that offers first in quality and style
at the lowest possible price for good
clothes. The Spring assortment is ready
for your choosing now.
$12.50 Up
—When You Think of Flowers
Think of
HEINL'S
129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE
We Make a Specialty of Quick Delivery
When in a Hurry
TELEPHONE US
And See How Fast Our Messenger Can Come
Arthur Baur's Pharmacy
Terre Haute Trust Building
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patterns
The House of Foulkes Bros.
Hatters, Haberdashers and Tailors. 631 Wabash
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